
CLOVER ORDERING KIOSK
Nanonation’s software combined with Samsung’s KM24A 
kiosk hardware provides a robust, easily implemented 
platform for Clover POS customers to smoothly add 
ordering kiosks to their restaurant with minimal setup and 
effort. The self-service ordering kiosk pulls the locations 
existing menu from Clover into the kiosk, via Nanonation’s 
Content Management System (Commandpoint).

Customers continue to manage their menu in Clover with 
it automatically synchronized to the kiosk. Restaurants can 
easily configure menu options and brand the kiosk interface 
to suit their branding needs in Commandpoint.

Orders placed on the kiosk are sent to the Clover POS as 
if placed from any other Clover terminal. The payment 
process utilizes the Clover Flex terminal mounted to the 
thermal printer built into the Samsung kiosk then prints  
the user’s receipt with order number.

Nanonation is an experienced kiosk software developer 
with an enterprise-class backend CMS platform. In addition 
to the Clover Ordering Kiosk, we can design and implement 
a wide variety of custom solutions for the Samsung kiosk 
and Tizen platform. 

 
Easy-to-
implement ordering 
kiosk solution for any QSR/Fast 
Casual Restaurants utilizing a Clover POS. 
The kiosk operates on the Samsung KM24A kiosk  
with a Clover payment terminal attached to the unit.
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FEATURE OVERVIEW 
 »  Cost-effective self-service solution for QSR/
Fast-Casual of any size

 » Drop-in solution for Clover POS customers

 »  Automatically syncs with price and menu 
changes



DIGITAL SIGNAGE  
FOR SAMSUNG TIZEN SoC

Nanonation’s enterprise-class software, Commandpoint, 
paired with Samsung’s Tizen-powered display hardware, 
provides an easy to deploy digital signage solution. 
Effortlessly manage content and monitor a signage network 
from anywhere in the world from an easy-to-use cloud-
based platform.  Group digital signs based on type, physical 
location, or other categories.  Commandpoint uniquely 
lets content managers target content to locations, regions, 
store types and even day-parts at the individual item 
level—helping boost profits through proven engagement 
techniques.

Nanonation helps turn Samsung displays into the 
perfect digital signage solution for retailers, schools, 
restaurants, hospitals or any other space needing digital 
communications.  

Commandpoint cloud-based software comes with a 
complete library of professionally designed templates to 
streamline the setup process and allow users to get signage 
up and running quickly.

BENEFITS OF NANONATION
 » Enterprise-class CMS tool

 » Support for large scale deployments

 » Powerful scheduling and targeting tools

 » Simple deployment with Tizen SoC

 » Backed by 24x7x365 support

Maximize the retail shopping experience through digital 
signage solutions by cross-selling and up-selling to 
customers as soon as they walk through the door. In 
addition, create a memorable experience and build long 
term relationships with customers through loyalty program 
management, registries, or data exchange applications.
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